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he showered upon his PatidSra patron, Rakhidasa, whom
he compared to Bhoja in generosity. His attack on the
venerable Premananda, who, throughout life, maintained
the dignity of the noble profession of a puranika, scarcely
reveals good taste or generous impulses.
I have not learnt any Purina and I have not studied the Vedas. I know
no figure of speech and I am not sorry. I do not wander from house to
house, and I have no son to sing my praises. I do not go from court to
court to receive presents. Bards, BrShmanas and buffoons shout loudly, and
the audience well pleased says * well done'. But I feel grieved at this.1
Grapes were, indeed, sour. Critics half a century ago
went into ecstasies over him for having discovered in him
a modern social reformer; but now we know that they
were portraits of social conditions which generations of
story-tellers had preserved from a past long gone by, and
which Samaja bodily adopted from his predecessors. He
could not impart local colour, nor give a contemporary
touch so well as Premananda. His observation was neither
vast nor keen; his views were conflicting and trite ; and he
had no fresh outlook to present. His plots, mostly taken
or rewoven from older works, show but slight improve-
ment. He has been able to add to the old stock only a few -
characters or pictures of real life. The riddles are there ;
and so are the long, nerveless descriptions.
But his greatness lies in his matchless style and wonder-
ful power of story-telling; in presenting didactic and worldly
maxims in striking parallelisms; and in presenting the
romantic atmosphere of early fiction, and thereby providing
a valuable literature of escape from the morbid influences
of his times. His chappas, made up of six-line verses,
illustrating a point of view have acquired an abiding place
in the literature.
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